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SERVICE DESCRIPTION:

Oil Analysis
Base oil conditions and percentages of additives are imperative to life extension of equipment.
Analysis
The major part of analysis samples taken from WTGs are
specified by either laboratories or OEMs. Studying an oil’s
durability, the defined parameters may not, however, be
entirely accurate. Developing fast, the refinement of a
specified oil type does not leave steady analysis parameters to ensure optimal operation and durability. Normal
operation today sees more fluctuating load, influencing
the durability of oil to a high degree.
Therefore, it is of major importance to obtain the correct
knowledge of the system as a whole, as of the oil, specifically. Imperative, today, a significant factor contained in
an oil analysis is the knowledge of the base oil condition
constituting the major percentage of the liquid containing
the essential additives: Amines and phenols.
An adaptation of analysis is imperative to maintain a proactive understanding of the used equipment as of the oil.
Initial Analysis
Oil changes was, historically, the preferred action to
additive adjustments. However, new oils are differently
refined, hence the analysis parameters needs to adjusted
accordingly. Newly developed challenges have been overlooked due to pending analysis causing solutions far from
optimal. Therefore, the RULER analysis is recommended,
eventually together with RPVOT. Whereas RPVOT shows

Oxydation-induced sludge and varnish

Predicting the onset of varnish by an MPC analysis

an end-of-life point of time, the use of the RULER proactively delivers data of amine’s and phenols for actions
to be performed before i.e. varnish, is developed in the
system.
If readjustment of the system is performed by adding
boost products or by bleed-and-feed of oil, the RULER
will, within minutes, be able to display the effect of this
action. Before this action is performed a compatibility test
must be proved as a minimum. Further, it is recommended to evaluate and compare data from a TOST test.

Varnish on valve
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System Analysis
Actual operation of an oil used in circulation for one or
several purposes, includes system analysis of one or
several inter-dependent systems. Tests on this level are
performed to expose weaknesses related to the oil’s operating environment. On this level, the analyst must possess
extensive knowledge of chemical compounds.
A system analysis cannot be performed by the laboratory not knowing the operator’s systems, processes or
end goals. Experts in fluids and fluid carrying systems,
Ocean Team Group analyses and recommends actions on
this level possessing overview of dynamic interactions of
entireties.

Example of a voltammetry oil analysis

Co-operation
Ocean Team Windcare can recommend the right analysis
parameters based on your current situation. Alternatively,
your analysis can be performed on our system without
loss of data, when transferring.
While the analysis institute produces the factual numbers,
Ocean Team Group knows how to take valid samples, and
what analysis to ask for streamlining the solution related
to your fluid and fluid carrying systems. Interpretation
of the analysis and recommending solutions taking your
entire system into account is a service included by Ocean
Team Group.

Decreasing life cycle costs of lubricants
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